Spring 2020
Summer flowering bulbs, bare rooted perennials and more…

GIFT COUPON

Pom Pom Dahlia
Mixed

with every order
over $70.00

See Page 9

Gladioli Miniature Mix:
See p13

Dahlia Decorative
Café au Lait: See p6

Gloriosa Rothschildiana:
See p10

Dahlia Fimbriata
Table Dancer: See p5

SHOP ONLINE 24 Hours @ www.gardenpost.co.nz

Decorative Dahlias

Just as many perennials are beginning to flag in the heat
of summer, dahlias are coming into their own.

Large, fully double flowers with soft, rounded petals. They have uniform, regularly sized, often quite formal style flowers.

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - AC DARK HORSE
Brilliant, huge, ruffled purple-red flowers bloom all summer
long. White tips accent the vibrant tones on the petals.
H 100cm J201: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - ARABIAN NIGHT
Luscious dark red medium sized flowers will provide a riot
of colour all summer long. H90-100cm
J202: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - ARBATAX
White blooms delicately edged with lilac-pink. H90cm
J203: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - BELFLOOR
Bright pink with blends of salmon, golden yellow and
cerise. The petals have a slight twist giving them a slight
pinwheel effect adding extra texture and movement.
H90cm J204: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - BLUETIFUL
As close to blue as you get in a dahlia. 15cm blooms on a
sturdy & compact plant.
J205: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - CONNELLS GLORIOSA
A striking and vibrant mix of colours - yellow flushed and
streaked with red and will bring pizzazz to your garden.
H90cm J206: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - CREME DE CASISS
Striking flowers with unusual two-toned petals of lavender
pink on top and a dramatic burgundy-purple on the reverse
on each petal & a dark centre of burgundy-purple.
J207: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - EDINBURGH
Striking flowers of dark purple red with contrasting white
tips. Constantly in flower and always a favourite.. H90cm
J208: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - EMMAS IPPENBURG
Gorgeous two toned blooms with petals of metallic lilac on
top and brushed with rich plum underneath. H110cm
J209: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - EVANAH
Blooms of soft lilac-pink petals that gradually fade to
white toward the tips, which are pointed and sometimes
split. Fully double. Beautiful in cut flower arrangements..
H100cm J210: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - GRACELAND
Each flower has a range of warm yellows and oranges
streaked with a salmon pink. Gorgeous summer plants in
the garden border or in pots on a deck. H90cm
J211: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - IRISH PINWHEEL
Spectacular blooms of soft gold brushed with contrasting
cherry red. Swept back petals. Strong stems. H75cm.
J212: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50
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Decorative Dahlias continued

More Dahlias available online or in our Grab a Plant Newsletter

They revel in the warmth to produce an array of shapes, sizes and colours that will bring life and beauty back to your garden borders.
Plant in dry and sunny spots and deadhead to prolong flowering.

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - LAKE ONTARIO
Your garden will come alive with these yellow flowers,
each with softly quilled petals edged in red which makes a
striking contrast. H90cm J313: 1-$7.00 3-$19.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - MAGIC SUNRISE
Blooms of bright, flamingo pink with a glowing yellow
centre. H80cm J314: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - MIKAYLA MIRANDA
Victorian looking blooms of crisp white petals frosted in
purple. H90cm J315: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - MISS BRANDY
The buds start out a stunning wine red colour and open up
to a coppery salmon then to deep pink. Prolific. H50
J316: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - NICHOLAS
Soft peach orange/apricot blooms with crimson at its heart.
Mixes brilliantly with any colour. H90cm
J317: 1-$8.50 3-$24.00

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - OFFSHORE DREAM
Beautiful layered blossoms of delicate pink fading to almost
white. H70cm
J318: 1-$6.00 3-$16.50

DAHLIA WATERLILY - PACIFIC OCEAN
A Bicolour with real style. The flowers are small, plentiful
and long lasting. H90cm
J319: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - RED ROCK
Explosive deep scarlet blooms with pearly white edging
along each silky curved petal. Yellow tips. H80cm
J320: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - SWEET LOVE
Rounded rose pink petals nicely blended with delicate
cream centres. Perfectly shaped flowers produced in
abundance. H80cm J323: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA WATERLILY - GERRIE HOEK
Spectacular soft pink flowers resemble a water lily and has
a timeless elegance.. Study stems. Brilliant cut flowers.
H100cm J324: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - RED SILENCE
Vivid red blooms with orange glow, H80cm
J321: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DECORATIVE - STRAWBERRY CREAM
Delicate pink petals fading towards the tips 100cm
J322: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50
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Cactus Dahlias

All Lilies Not Available until mid-late June -

Beautiful large, spikyOrders
flowers
quilled and
curved
petalsavailable.
willhave
be dispatched
as stock
becomes
that radiate out from the centre of the flowers.

DAHLIA CACTUS - BLACKBERRY RIPPLE
DAHLIA CACTUS - CABANA BANANA
DAHLIA CACTUS - DANIEL’S FAVOURITE
Blooms are striped and speckled in shades of white, red and Subtle and beautiful blooms of soft yellow with a pink blush Colourful and vibrant, white flowers with bright pink tipped
purple. - like a sundae. Great cut flower. H85cm
on the tips of the petals. Always an eye catcher because
petals (12-15cm wide). H100cm.
J425: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50
of its large and distinctive form. Blooms all summer long.
J427: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00
H120cm J426: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA CACTUS - FELIDA SOLAR FLARE
Coral is the colour that best describes this radiant, semicactus dahlia with a lemon yellow centre that rewards you
with lots of big blooms all through the season. H14cm.
J428: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA CACTUS - FRINGED STAR
DAHLIA CACTUS - MINGUS RANDY
DAHLIA CACTUS - MY LOVE
DAHLIA CACTUS - NUIT D’ETE
Stunning 15cm blooms of striking pink and yellow. H120cm. A refreshing semi-cactus form with cool white petals tipped These snowy white blooms are pure and elegant and are sure Dramatic flowers in a luxurious blend of near black and deep
J429: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00
with bright lavender. H120 cm
to sweep you off your feet. A perfect match with Nuit d’Ete. purple red. An old time favourite growing around 1m high,
J430: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00
H100cm J431: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00
making it perfect for dot planting through sunny borders.
J432: 1-$7.00 3-$19.50

DAHLIA CACTUS - SAINT SAENS
Dinner plate sized flowers of soft orange and red streaked
petals. H 100cm J433: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00
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DAHLIA CACTUS - TAHITI SUNRISE
DAHLIA CACTUS - VERITABLE
DAHLIA CACTUS - WORTON BLUE STREAK
A spectacular cocktail of colours - bright red flowers flowers A bedazzling display of large white flowers elegantly tipped Lavender flowers with a hint of blue. With strong stems and
blending to yellow at their heart and delicately tipped in
with vibrant crimson . H120cm
a long vase life this is an incredible cut flower. H 80cm
purple. H60-90cm J434: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50
J435: 1-$7.00 3-$19.50
J436: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

Fimbriata and Fubuki

More Dahlias available online or in our Grab a Plant Newsletter

DAHLIA FIMBRIATA - AMBITION
Spectacular bright rich purple fully double flowers H90120cm J537: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA FIMBRIATA - DEEP IMPACT
DAHLIA FIMBRIATA - FIRED UP
A spectacular combination of lovely shades of yellow to soft Big flowers are a blaze of colour, with red-orange petals and
peachy-orange.
a glowing yellow centre. H110cm
J538: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00
J539: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA FIMBRIATA - KAREN
A little firework of a Dahlia with its sunshine yellow petals
tipped with strawberry red creating a burst of colour.
J540: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA FIMBRIATA - NENEKAZI
Fringed flowers with delicate pink florets shading to a
creamy-yellow base. H80cm
J541: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA FIMBRIATA - PINELANDS PRINCESS
Large pink flowers with a blend of creamy white and the
characteristic snipped ends of the petals. A full fluffy flower
with strong stems. H90cm
J542: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA FIMBRIATA - TABLE DANCER
Showy frilly blooms of vivid purple with white tips, on
double pointed petals. H90cm
J543: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA FIMBRIATA - TSUKU-YORI-NO-SHISHA
Regarded as one of the best Fimbriated dahlias. Huge
flowers that resemble sea anemones. No staking required.
H120cm J544: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA FIMBRIATA - WINESOME
Produces masses of huge white tipped yellow flowers with
red streaks. H100cm
J545: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA FUBUKI - DARK FUBUKI
This dark red wine beauty has amazing serrated and semifrilled blooms. H110cm
J546: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA FUBUKI - ORANGE FUBUKI
More rich apricot than orange. Produces plenty of mid sized
blooms. H100cm.
J547: 1-$7.00 3-$19.50

DAHLIA FUBUKI - SAKURA FUBUKI
Cheerful, fringed pink balls of crisply serrated petals with
slightly darker centres. H100cm
J548: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00
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Dinner Plate Dahlias
These Dahlias will make a huge impression!

The flowers are unbelievably large, some up to 30cm across and will flower continuously all summer. One flower can make a whole bouquet!

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - AVIGNON
Big full flowers with white petals and
burgundy-red stripes and speckles. Longlasting colour Impressive cut flowers. H100cm
J649: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - BREAKOUT
Similar to Café au Lait but slightly pink rather
than cream, with a golden glow in the centre.
Long Lasting - a must for cottage gardens.
J650: 1-$9.50 3-$27.00

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - BULL’S PRIDE
Bred in NZ,and known for its large, pure white
blooms (25-25cm). H110cm
J651: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - CAFÉ AU LAIT
French for milky coffee. These 20 cm large
flowered dahlias are rich cream with a hint of
mocha and peach. H80cm
J652: 1-$9.50 3-$27.00

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - DAZZLING SUN
Add some bright yellow glow and dazzle to
your summer garden. Yellow blooms accented
with red edging and red centre.
J653: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - HAPET BLUE EYES
Large and elegant white flowers with lilac
tipped petals. A treat when in flower. H100cm
J654: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - LA LUNA
Yellow blooms. Flowers all summer. Great in
containers and wonderful cut flowers. H100cm
J655: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - MEDITERRANNEE
Large light purple blooms with white centres
adorn this large flowering dinnerplate dahlia.
J656: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - OTTOS THRILL
Magnificent pink double flowers. Long stems.
Long flowering. Winner of multiple awards.
H100cm J657: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DINNER PLATE - PENHILL DARK MONARCH
Raspberry/plum with touch of apricot. Huge,
ruffled flowers with irregular formation giving
a “messy” look. J658: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - STRIPED DUET
One of a kind with striking streaks of red with
salmon-orange and white tips. H95cm
J661: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - PONDEROSA
Yellow blooms that can randomly throw a
red petal or two. Strong and sturdy growth.
H100cm J660: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - PENHILL WATERMELON
A giant in so many ways - colour, size and the
impact of one single bloom. Peachy pink frilly
flowers, . H120cm. J659: 1-$9.00 3-$25.50

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - STRIPED VULCAN
Bright yellow spiky blooms are liberally
spattered, splashed and striped with vibrant
red. H130cm J662: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA DINNER PLATE - ZOEY REY
Double blooms. Petals of creamy white
intensifying to a rich rosy magenta at the tips.
H90 - 120cm J663: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00
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Anemone, Collarette & Single Dahlias

DAHLIA ANEMONE - BLUE BAYOU
Vibrant lavender outer petals, the inner petals being red/
purple. They are ideal for cut flower arrangements, border
planting and patio pots. H100cm
J764: 1-$9.00 3-$25.50

DAHLIA ANEMONE - BON ODORI
Uniquely shaped blooms of white with red splashes and a
large creamy white heart. H100 cm
J765: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA ANEMONE - LIFE STYLE
Soft yellow inner petals, surrounded by pink curved outer
petals on sturdy, compact stems that need no staking.
Prolific. H80cm
J766: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA COLLARETTE - ESTHER
With collarette dahlias gaining popularity, this one will
brighten any day.
J767: 1-$7.00 3-$19.50

DAHLIA COLLARETTE - FANCY PANTS
Bright and breezy pink outer petals surround the pink and
pale-yellow centre petals. Long flowering season. H80cm.
J768: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA COLLARETTE - FASHION MONGER
The head-turning blossoms have magenta-brushed ivory
petals, sunlit yellow eyes, and stylish cream-colored ruffs.
H80cm
J769: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA COLLARETTE - HARTENAAS
Small flowers with a flat ray of deep rose pink petals
surrounding an open centre and an inner collar of pink and
white petals. A lovely dahlia that attracts pollinators. H60cm
J770: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA COLLARETTE - KELSEY SUNSHINE
The sheer luminescence of this beauty will light up your
garden all summer long, flowering repeatedly for a longlasting and effortlessly cherry display. H80cm
J771: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA COLLARETTE - MARY EVELYN
Claret blooms with white/pale pink collar. Perfect for
borders or pots. H80cm
J772: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA SINGLE - DAHLEGRIA BICOLORE
Bright, bold bi-colour blooms of rich red with yellow tipped
petals. With dramatic dark blackish-red leaves and stems it
makes a spectacular display. J773: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA SINGLE - DAHLEGRIA WHITE
Pure white single flowers with a pink blush and a golden
yellow centre which stands out on the almost black foliage.
H60cm J774: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA SINGLE - DRACULA
Dark magenta-red dahlia with lighter pink to the edge of
the petals. Its dramatic dark foliage sets off the flowers to
wonderful effect. H35cm J775: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50
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Pom Pom and Ball Dahlias
Ball shaped, usually perfectly rounded flowers in bright cheerful colours.

Very popular and a wonderful addition to the summer garden. Usually smaller plants.

DAHLIA BALL - AMBASSADOR
Stunning red/purple blooms with the underside of the
petals a pristine white. H90cm.
J876: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA BALL - CORNEL
Gorgeous deep red blooms (10cm wide) on strong tall
stems, Prolific. H120cm
J877: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA BALL - EVELINE
Magnificent creamy-white flowers flushed with soft lilac
at their centre and towards the tips of the petals. Perfect for
cut arrangements, thanks to its long stem. H90-120cm.
J878: 1-$7.00 3-$19.50

DAHLIA BALL - GENOVA
Perfectly formed balls, made up from multiple layers of pale
mauve petals tipped with regal purple. Very free flowering,
strong stems. H70cm
J879: 1-$7.00 3-$19.50

DAHLIA BALL - HAPET DAYDREAM
A sensational combination of colour - vivid purple/pink ball
with yellow on the inside. Very long vase life. H1.3m
J880: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA BALL - IVANETTI
One of the best dark varieties you can grow. Loaded with
rich, deep maroon blooms all season. Long, strong stems,
and weather resistant flowers. H100cm
J881: 1-$8.50 3-$24.00

DAHLIA BALL - JOWEY JOSHUA
Lovely two tones of brick red with cream-yellow on the
reverse and centre of the petals. Long stems making it
perfect for cutting. H90cm
J882: 1-$8.50 3-$24.00

DAHLIA BALL - JOWEY NICKY
Soft peach-orange blooms with a hint of pink. Compact
flowers on strong stems. H90cm
J883: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA BALL - JOWEY WINNIE
Soft salmon-pink blooms contrast against dark foliage.
Popular wedding flower. Tall stems. Good vase life.
H90-120cm J884: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA BALL - LAKELAND AUTUMN
Autumn tones of yellow, orange and pink spread
throughout the petals of these round ball shaped blooms..
J885: 1-$8.00 3-$22.50

DAHLIA BALL - MAARN
Pumpkin orange balls (10cm) with slightly swept back
petals. Sturdy and prolific. Long lasting blooms. Fantastic
cut-flower. H1.5m J886: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA BALL - SALVATION
Purple flowers in a classic ball shape. Rounded florets
against green foliage. A plant of choice for a vibrant display.
H80cm J887: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00
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More Pom Pom and Ball Dahlias

DAHLIA POMPOM - BURLESCA
Sunset hues of pink, purple and yellow combine in the
alluring honeycomb blossoms. H100cm
J988: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

DAHLIA POMPOM - GOLDEN SCEPTER
Fabulous canary yellow dainty ball shaped blooms which
flower all summer long.
J989: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA POMPOM - LITTLE WILLIAM
Tightly rolled balls of bright pink blending to white at the
edges. Flowers all summer long. H80c
J990: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA POMPOM - MIX
J991: 1-$6.00 3-$16.50

DAHLIA POMPOM - ROCCO
Very stylish with deep purple/red pom pom blooms.
H80cm J992: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA POMPOM - STOLZE VON BERLIN
Small bouncy pom poms of dusky pink. Great for picking
and will stand out in the vase and the garden. H80cm
J993: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA POMPOM - VIKING
Ball-like long lasting blooms of velvety red. Its beautiful
dark green foliage provides a stunning contrast.
J994: 1-$6.50 3-$18.00

DAHLIA POMPOM - WHITE ASTER
Considered to be the world’s oldest surviving garden dahlia,
Ivory-white globes. Popular for cut flowers..
J995: 1-$7.50 3-$21.00

Sonatini

SONATINI - ALASKA
Impressive double flowers are bright white with a coy green
blush that bloom in abundance. J996: 1-$11.90 3-$34.20

Hardier and more compact than traditional Hippeastrum but just as much flower power. Tolerate much cooler temperatures
and can be planted outside and left to do their thing growing up to 40cm high and will stay evergreen in warmer areas.

SONATINI - BALENTINO
Bright red flowers with a delicate splash of a white star in
the centre. J997: 1-$11.90 3-$34.20

SONATINI - EYE CATCHER
Bold bright red flowers with a frosty white star. H30-40cm
J998: 1-$11.90 3-$34.20

SONATINI - LOLLYPOP
Sweet blooms of red and white.
J999: 1-$12.90 3-$37.20
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More Summer Bulbs

CRINIUM - CINTHO ALBUM
Produces masses of funnel-shaped pure white
fragrant blooms.
J1000: 1-$12.90 3-$37.20

Orders containing Sonatini and Summer bulbs
will be shipped in late August or later.”

CRINIUM - CINTHO ALPHA
Produces masses of fragrant, funnel-shaped
pure white and wine coloured striped blooms.
(7-10cm long).
J1001: 1-$12.90 3-$37.20

CRINIUM - POWELLI
Beautiful funnel-shaped rose coloured fragrant
flowers. Blooms from mid summer. Lovely cut
flower. H80-90cm
J1002: 1-$12.90 3-$37.20

HYMENOCALLIS - FESTALIS
Snow white spidery edged semi trumpet,
fragrant flowers. Also known as the Spider Lily
or the Peruvian Daffodil. H110cm
J1003: 1-$9.90 3-$28.20

HYMENOCALLIS - SULPHUR QUEEN
Showy & fragrant white and green flowers on
a leafless stalk. AKA Spider Lily.Plant in good
light but shade from hot summer sun. 110cm
J1004: 1-$9.90 3-$28.20

SPREKILIAM - RED FIRE
GLORIOSA - ROTHSCHILDIANA
This stunning Sprekelia x Hippeastrum will add The upward flaring flowers are a combination
vibrant colour to your summer garden.
of red and yellow. Thrives in sun or light shade
J1005: 1-$11.90 3-$34.20
or cooler areas. H 2m J1006: 1-$9.50 3-$27.00

GLORIOSA - LUTEA
Beautiful tuberous tendril climber with vibrant
lemon yellow flowers
J1007: 1-$10.90 3-$31.20

TUBEROSE - THE PEARL
Spikes of scented white flowers. Popular for
cutting. Grace the garden from summer to
autumn. H60cm J1008 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

ZEPHYRANTHES CANDIDA - WHITE RAIN LILY
Tall white crocus like flowers. Dark, narrow,
rush like leaves. Will flower from late December
-April. J1009: 6-$9.00 15-$19.50 100-$95.00

Hostas
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HOSTA – BOBCAT
J1010: 1-$7.80 3-$21.90

Hosta’s are fabulous foliage perennials that are shade lovers. The exotic, tropical looking, large, luscious deciduous leaves emerge in
mid spring and form clumps that flower in summer. While the flowers are beautiful, it is the foliage which is the star attraction.

HOSTA – HALYCON
J1011: 1-$7.80 3-$21.90

HOSTA - JUNE
J1012: 1-$7.80 3-$21.90

HOSTA - OLD GLORY
J1013: 1-$7.80 3-$21.90

HOSTA - SUM AND SUBSTANCE
J1014: 1-$7.80 3-$21.90

Bearded
Iris
(Iris germanica)

One of the great joys of late spring and early summer. They are hardy, long lived rhizomatous
perennials that like a warm, sunny garden and have almost limitless flower colour. Sold as bare roots.

BEARDED IRIS (MED) - RED ZINGER
J1118: 1-$9.90 3-$28.20

BEARDED IRIS (MED) - BORDER BANDIT
J1119: 1-$9.90 3-$28.20

BEARDED IRIS (MED) - HONEY GLAZED
J1120: 1-$9.90 3-$28.20

BEARDED IRIS (TALL) - APRICOT SILK
J1122: 1-$9.90 3-$28.20

BEARDED IRIS (TALL) - EXOTIC STAR
J1123: 1-$9.90 3-$28.20

BEARDED IRIS (TALL) - BRIDAL ICING
J1124: 1-$11.90 3-$34.20

Astilbe

BEARDED IRIS (MED) - RASPBERRY ACRES
J1121: 1-$9.90 3-$28.20

BEARDED IRIS (TALL) - CABBAGE PATCH KID (REBLOOMS)
J1125: 1-$12.90 3-$37.20

Fabulous for shady, moist conditions. They light up your shade garden for weeks with their
elegant feathery flower plumes and add a dazzling splash of colour in the landscape. They rise
gracefully above mounds of fern like foliage which remain attractive all season long.

BEARDED IRIS (TALL) - CIRCUS STRIPES
J1126: 1-$10.90 3-$31.20

ASTILBE - DAWN GLOW
Rose pink plumes rising above lovely ferny foliage. H70cm
J1115: 1-$7.80 3-$21.90

ASTILBE - LITTLE VISION IN RED
This magenta red variety will add colour to a shady spot
J1116: 1-$7.80 3-$21.90

ASTILBE - WEBI GLORIA
Dense creamy white plumes provide glorious contrast over
dark green foliage.J1117: 1-$7.80 3-$21.90
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Begonias

It’s amazing that such unimpressive brown disks can produce such magnificent flowers within a few
weeks. These easy to grow superstars will electrify your summer garden. Great for pots on shady patios they prefer light shade to full sun. Hot tip: pinch off the smaller side buds to encourage larger flowers.

BEGONIA CAMELLIA - BUDDHAS ROBE
J1227: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CAMELLIA - DIXIE MELON
J1228: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CAMELLIA - FIRE LIGHT
J1229: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CAMELLIA FISHERMANS LUCK
J1230: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CAMELLIA - JACK FROST
J1231: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CAMELLIA - MOLTEN GOLD
J1232: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CASCADE - AURORA GLOW
J1233: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CASCADE - AVALANCHE
J1234: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CASCADE - DESERT STORM
J1235: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CASCADE - GOLDEN CASCADE
J1236: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CASCADE - PICADOR
J1237: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA CASCADE - SUMMER SALMON
J1238: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA PICOTEE - BOUTON DE ROSE
J1239: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA PICOTEE - BRIDESMAID
J1240: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA PICOTEE - CRISPA WHITE
J1241: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA PICOTEE - CRISPA YELLOW
J1242: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA PICOTEE - HARLEQUIN
J1243: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA PICOTEE - MARMORATA
J1244: 1-$5.50 3-$14.70

BEGONIA PICOTEE - MIX
J1245: 3-$13.50 5-$20.00

BEGONIA CAMELLIA - MIX
J1246: 3-$13.50 5-$20.00

BEGONIA CASCADE - MIX
J1247: 3-$13.50 5-$20.00
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BEGONIA CRISPA - MIX
J1248: 3-$12.00 5-$17.50

BEGONIA FRILLED - MIX
J1249: 3-$12.00 5-$17.50

BEGONIA GALAXY - MIX
An all in mix J1250: 3-$13.50 -$20.00

Gladioli

Towers of Dramatic Colour

Highly sought after for their impressive pointed stems with attractive, stately flowers in a huge array of colours.
These regal, flowering swords have been staples of the cut-flower industry for years.
Plant at fortnightly intervals for prolonged summer flowering. H 90-110cm

Hot tip: If you live an area where rust is prevalent then drench the soil with a copper solution at planting time and spray as soon as any rust appears.

GLADIOLI - CHEMISTRY
J1352: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - CHOCOLATE
J1353: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - ESPRESSO
J1354: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - GREEN STAR
J1355: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - MOJITO
J1356: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - NOVA LUX
J1357: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - PINK PARROT
J1358: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - PURPLE FLORA
J1359: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - ROYAL CLASS
J1360: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - TRADERHORN
J1361: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - VISTA
J1362: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - WHITE PROSPERITY
J1363: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - ZIZANIE
J1364: 6-$6.00 15-$13.50

GLADIOLI - GIANT MIX
J1365: 6-$5.40 15-$12.00

GLADIOLI - MINIATURE MIX
J1366: 6-$5.40 15-$12.00
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Patio
Potatoes

ASPARAGUS - APOLLO
An early and vigorous clonal hybrid.
J1467: 5-$13.50

Nothing beats that freshly dug, fresh taste of your own home-grown potatoes! But if you don’t have the area or ability to grow them in the garden,
then the answer is right here. Here are small quantities of seed potatos to grow in easy to manage planter bags – everyone can do it. Potatoes grown
in bags are less likely to get pests and diseases and you will have your first crop by Christmas. Just choose the variety and number according to your
space and get growing right now. You can buy the potatoes on their own or kit yourself up with bags and fertiliser to complete the job. Just partly fill
the bag with potting mix, plant 3 potatoes per bag and then, when shoots emerge, gradually fill the bag to the top. Full instructions are provided.

ASPARAGUS - UC 157
SEED POTATO EARLY - ANUSCHKA
One of the most popular varieties in the world. Yellow Skin with deep yellow flesh. A very high
Plants produce an abundance of
yielding variety that matures 90-100 days from
very uniform spears.
planting. Great for salads.
J1468: 5-$13.50
J1469: 6-$5.00 12-$9.00 25-$17.50

SEED POTATO EARLY - RED FANTASY
SEED POTATO MAIN - DESIREE
Excellent taste. Stores well. Great for mashing, Approx 140 days to maturity. Likes reasonably
boiling or roasting. Very high yield, long to oval fertile soils and has an oval pink/red tuber with
with red smooth skin and deep yellow flesh . creamy flesh. Good all round cooking qualities.
Approx. 100 - 120 days to maturity
J1473: 6-$5.00 12-$9.00 25-$17.50
J1472: 6-$5.00 12-$9.00 25-$17.50

IMPROVED
BULB FOOD (500 GM)
Extra strength, use less. Contains all the
nutrients necessary for growing healthy bulbs.
803: 1-$4.50 3-$12.00
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POTATO BAGS
Ideal to plant your potatoes or any other large
plants.
838: 1-$4.50 3-$12.00

SEED POTATO EARLY - APACHE
Red and white blotched skin. Very high yield.
Stores well. Roast whole. Buttery chestnut
flavour. Blanch before roasting to hold colour.
J1470: 6-$5.00 12-$9.00 25-$17.50

SEED POTATO EARLY - DIVAA
Long shaped, Pure white skin and flesh.
Disease resistant.
J1471: 6-$5.00 12-$9.00 25-$17.50

POTATO FERTILISER (500GM)
Provides all the nutrients to give high yielding,
quality potatoes 802: 1-$4.50 3-$12.00

NATURES GARDEN FERTILISER (500 GMS)
The best general garden fertiliser we have ever
used. N1 P5, K3 Ca20 Mg3 plus Trace Minerals.
801: 1-$5.00 3-$13.50

ORGANIC
BLOOD AND BONE FERTILISER (500 GM)
DEBUG (TALC) SHAKER BOTTLE 200GM
Conditions soil to encourage earthworm and
Kill and control sucking, chewing and
microbial activity. Nitrogen for healthy plant
crawling insects. Organic, Chemical free &
growth and phosphorus for root development. Environmentally friendly.
810: 1-$4.50 3- $12.00
840: 1-$9.99, 3- $27.00

500ML
BAMBOO VINEGAR SOIL STERILIZER 300ML
Will partially sterilize the soil to reduce
bacterial, fungal & insect pest infestations and
promote plant growth.
841: 1-$11.99, 3- $33.00

ORGANIC

DEEM ORGANIC TRIPLE DEFENCE PLANT SPRAY
Insecticide, Miticide & Fungicide. Combines
DeBug & Neem Oil Non-toxic to humans, birds,
earthworms and animals.
842: 1-$16.99 3- $45.00
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Spring is just around the corner, and now is the perfect time to plan for a beautiful summer
garden exploding with continuous spectacular colours with blooms of every size, shape, and
form. Choose from our gorgeous range of fabulous Dahlias, Gladioli, Begonias, Irises, Astilbe,
Hosta’s, Sonatini, Rain Lilies, and more….Page 6 introduces “Breakout” – similar to Café
au Lait but slightly pink, rather than cream with a golden glow in the centre – a wonderful
wedding flower.
Currently we remain in our temporary premises at 22 Tukorako Drive, Mount Maunganui,
but are looking forward to moving back to our premises at Village@7, Te Puna in November
following its rebuild from the fire in February.
John, Barbara & The Team at GardenPost
We LOVE gardening!
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CALLA - BLACK MAGIC
Yellow blooms with a black throat. The contrast
between the spotted green and white foliage and the
yellow flowers is stunning. J1674: 3-$19.50 5-$27.50

CALLA - HOTSHOT
Spectacular, long
lasting blooms
of gold with
an orange pink
blush
J1675:
3-$19.50
5-$27.50

CALLA - PICASSO
Purple throats infused with deep red. Edged in a wide
rim of cream. Lovely in a pot on the patio or group in
the garden. H30-40cm J1679: 3-$19.50 5-$27.50

CALLA - JACK
O’LANTERN
Bright cheerful
orange with a
black throat
J1676:
3-$19.50
5-$27.50

CALLA - TREASURE
Mango orange blooms with a yellow tinge
contrasting with beautiful spotted green and white
foliage J1681: 3-$19.50 5-$27.50

CALLA - PLUM
Exotic looking
blooms of
burgundy plum.
J1680:
3-$19.50
5-$27.50

CALLA - PASSIONFRUIT
Stunning apricot/orange blooms with highlights of yellow and
pink. These spectacular blooms are very long lasting. J1678:
3-$19.50 5-$27.50

Spring 2020 – Products available until the end of October 2020 while stocks last. Summer catalogue due out early November

CALLA - LADY MARMALADE
Stunning blooms that fade from mango red, to
apricot. Flowers prolifically on 55-65cm stems.
J1677: 3-$19.50 5-$27.50

Indispensable for the
summer garden. Thrive in
sun or part shade. Ideal
for pots. Give lots of water
and they bloom frequently.
Wonderful cut flowers.

Calla
Lilies
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